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Full Control of Supply Chain Management

Sime Darby Unimills is an international supplier of vegetable oils and fats in 
both bulk and boxes. Our reputation for high-quality vegetable fats is based 
on our in-depth knowledge and experience of processing oils and fats gained 
in 100 years. In everything we do we believe in developing responsible value 
innovations by fostering health and sustainability.

Our products are delivered in weight of 10, 20 and 25 kg cardboard boxes. 
The minimum order contract is 20 metric tons of one product per annum. 
We follow a strict order-to-contract principle. This means that we produce a 
minimum batch of 20 metric tons at the first call off order. To offer maximum 
flexibility, the collection can be divided over several months after production*. 
Up to four weeks prior to contracted manufacturing date, the production can 
be rescheduled in mutual agreement.

To assure the highest product quality, we always use and advice cooled 
transport. International export documents, such as a certificate of origin and 
a health certificate to assure that the product is fit for human consumption, 
will be taken care of by us.

We work closely with external warehouses for dispatch of the packed products 
to ensure maximum efficiency. The state of the art automation system for 
warehousing and transport gives reliable and detailed information about  
actual stock levels, order tracking and remaining shelf life of the product. 
We can grant free access to control and monitor your products on-line in real 
time.

*Sime Darby Unimills is not responsible for decreasing shelf life duration  

  after production date upon collection.

Boxed Product Guidelines:
- Minimum order quantity is 20 metric tons per annum
- Minimum manufacturering batch size is 20 metric tons
- Product shelf life is guaranteed up to 12 months
  after manufacturering date as agreed in contract.





The Packaging Process

Our packaging line is a state of the art machinery, which complies to the latest 
food safety standards. It has an automatic bag inserter, applies a vacuum to 
protect the product, and seals the bag automatically. 

Cardboard Boxes

You can choose between cardboard boxes in weight of 10, 20 or 25 kg. The 
brown cardboard box is printed with standard information about batch  
number, product name, expiry date and storage conditions. The printing color 
is black. Next to the standard printed information, there are 2 lines available 
for free text. Also, we offer to label the box which custom made information.

The choice of pallet type depends on the storage possibilities and to which 
country the products will be dispatched. We use two standard pallet types: 
The standard euro pallet and a block pallet. 

Most of the used wooden pallets comply with FSC principles and criteria. The 
cardboard boxes are manufactured from recycled paper. The MDPE bag inside 
the box is made from 100% approved food grade virgin raw material, with a 
thickness of 30μ. After use, the bag can be recycled completely.

Euro Pallet (800mm x 1200mm):
Box  Stacking  # Boxes Net Weight  Total Height  
10 kg  10x7   70  700 kg   1200 mm 
20 kg  5x7   35  700 kg   1075 mm
25 kg  5x7   35  875 kg   1008 mm

Block Pallet (1000mm x 1200mm):
Box  Stacking  # Boxes Net Weight  Total Height  
10 kg  10x10  100  1000 kg  1200 mm 
20 kg  4x10  40  800 kg   1075 mm
25 kg  4x10   40  1000 kg  1008 mm

Box Dimensions:
Box 10 kg: L385xH285xD120 mm
Box 20 kg: L385xH285xD215 mm
Box 25 kg: L385xH285xD252 mm





Artwork Specification

We offer the possibility to add additional lines of information to be printed  
directly on the box. Also the box can be provided with a label. 

Box Print Specifications:
- Lines: 7, of which 2 lines free for customer
- Indication font Arial, size 26pt: maximal 50 characters per line
- Printing color: black
- The printed text on the box is in standard Latin alphabet

Line Description   Example   Adjustable
1 Weight    25 KG                  No
1 Product Name   Refined Coconut Oil        Yes
2,3 Free field for customer abcd          Yes
4 Batch Number   1234567890          No
5 Storage conditions  Dry, Clean, Cooled         No
6 Production Date  DD-MM-YYYY          No
7 Expiry Date   DD-MM-YYYY          No

Pricing Specifications:

Included in Pricing:
- One month free storage according to the contracted manufacturing date
- Standard pallet and stacking
- Required export documents
- Rescheduling up to 4 weeks prior to production
- Cooled transport
- Printing on box

Additional Charges:
- All storage costs longer than 1 month
- Exceptional pallet or stacking
- Rescheduling of order within 4 weeks prior to production date
- Additional labeling on box

Box Label Specifications:
- Size: W150mm x H100mm
- Color: black and white
- Resolution: 300 dpi
- Submit a digital label file in .jpg-format ultimately 4 weeks  
  prior to production
- Indication font Arial, size 20pt: maximum 15 lines and 45 characters  
  per line



We believe that we can only have 
a successful future if we make  
sure it’s a sustainable one. 
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